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Sym Jewellery

the perfect choice for every bride

W

hen planning a
wedding, there are
so many choices,
so many decisions
to be made and
so many ideas
that come together to make your dream
wedding come true, but there is one
decision that lasts a lifetime – your
choice of wedding rings. When the dress
is in the attic and the honeymoon is a
distant memory, your wedding ring is
still very much in pride of place and it is
that most important decision of all that
will be with you forever.

The ladies handmade Platinum wide
band ring underscores the jeweller’s
reputation for exquisitely faceted
diamonds of supreme colour and
clarity. Made to order to suit your own
requirements, the stunning ring is the
epitome of modern trend combined
with classical, timeless design to
complement a woman for a lifetime.
The diamond set wedding band is a
firm favourite for the modern bride and
the choice available from Sym is endless.
Each delicately crafted individually results
in an elegant finished piece that nestles
perfectly against the engagement ring.

Something for her...
With a timeless collection of stunning
wedding jewellery, Sym will ensure any
bride-to-be is spoilt for choice when it
comes to finding her perfect wedding
ring, earrings and even pendant.
Whether you fall in love with something
from the range or have a specific image
in mind, they can create a beautiful and
bespoke ring unique to suit you and
your individual requirements.
Renowned for its exquisite ranges, the
unsurpassed quality of gems and finished

Something for him…
For gentleman, why not follow the
latest trend of men’s engagement rings?
Worn on the ring finger on the left
hand until the wedding day, it then
moves to the ring finger on the right
thereafter. A bold, ‘in vogue’ statement
that has taken the wedding industry
by storm and which features in the
latest men’s collection from Sym. The
range is as desirable as the wedding ring
collection itself with rings ranging from
the traditional classics to those with

pieces combined with the personal
service each bride and groom receives,
Sym Jewellery is the perfect choice for
brides and of course, their groom!
A symbol of love that lasts a lifetime,
wedding rings from Sym are a creation
of timeless style and the utmost quality
in a choice of 18 carat white, yellow and
pink gold or Platinum.

modern, contemporary styling or even
a fusion of metals. With total flexibility
to have a ring created in the style to
suit you and your personality and with
the option to add your chosen gems,
include a modern ‘moveable’ centre or
to retain the traditional, yet stunning
wide band in yellow gold, this is a savvy
choice for many grooms.
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Something forever…
Sym Jewellery is also delighted to be
working with many leading designers
to complete its collections and this
pendant from Dante Cenci is just one
example of simply stunning jewellery
that will capture the hearts of any bride.
An eye-catching and dazzling 18 carat

white gold diamond pendant and chain
that is the quintessence of wedding
jewellery is perfect in every way. With
a circle of diamonds, surrounding a
solitary diamond on a reversible drop,
this pendant will be worn for a lifetime
of special occasions.
Whether you are looking for his and
hers wedding rings, earrings, pendants
or bangles, Sym Jewellery will ensure
your choice of wedding band and
jewellery really is the best choice you
make for your wedding. Sym has an
unrivalled commitment to quality,
customer service and craftsmanship and
it is these core qualities which set the
standard for its business and which see’s
customers return again and again for
their next piece of jewellery.

For more information on Sym Jewellery
please call 01254 233893, email
info@symweddingrings.co.uk or log
on to www.symweddingrings.co.uk
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